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l 
Recent papers have re-emphasized theneed for an accurate determination 

l 
of the neutron-neut:~.·o,J s

0 
scattering length.'.a.·( since comparison.with the pp. 

.. ·, .n·,;--. 

and np scattering lengths, 
l . 

ap and anp'. provides a test of charge symmetry and 

charge independence in the nucleon-nucleon interaction. 

2 5 Several determinations of a have r~cently been reported. - The reac-
. n . · .. _, ·, 

~. 

tions studied experimentally fall into two categories: (i) the reaction 

. TI- +d -> 2n+-y, with only ti-ro strongly interact:ing particles in the final state, and 

(2) the reactions D(n,p)2n and T(n,d)2n which .. ha,ve three particies that may in-
• w, ••·• •·• • ••• 

teract strongly in the final state. 
. . 4 

The most reeent investigation of the TI-+d 

reaction has resulted in the preliminary val~e . 

a -16.4 ± 1.3 F 
n 

>:.;rhere .the sign was assumed and the error introduced by the theoretical uncer

tainties6 •ras not included in the quoted probable error. In contrast, analyses 
.. · •.· ~. : . ; 

. . 2 3 
of the data from the D(n,p)2n reactions at 11~ MeV have given the values ' 

a n 

a 
n 

-21 ± 2 }i, 

2 - 6 +2.0 -- ) • 6' 1~' -l. 

and 

·.•.'- ··. 

...... ;.. 
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-...rf:tich a;.e con2.istent >·ri thin themselves but which do not agree vii th the TI-+d 

result. 
5 

Finally, the T(n;d) 2n reaction has provided the value 

a -18 ± 3 F 
n 

. · .. - ~ •." ~ .. 

:Neither the D(n;p) 2n nor the T(n,d) 2n spectra could be interpreted in terms. 

. 7-9 
of the final state neutron-neutron interaction alone. 

Therefore, treatments viere used that included interactj_ons with the third final 

state particle3 or effects produced by the reaction mechanism itself. 5 The 

discrepancies among the .values obtained for a clearly indicate the need for 
n 

a test of the theory used to determine 

of neutron-neutron scattering .. 

a from experiments other than that 
n 

' 
He report here a determination of a 

n 
from analysis of 'He3 spectra 

from the T(d,He3 ) 2n reaction. Also, triton spectra were obtained from-:the 

mirror reaction 3 He (d,T)2p. Analysis of these spectra for a•determinaticin of 

·a , 1-rhich· is vrell established
10 

(a - -7.719 ± 0.008 F) from low. energy proton-· . p p 

proton scattering data, provides a direct test of the theory used to deduce a . 
n 

3 ll-16 The He (d,T) 2p reaction has been investigated by several groups, · · 

and it has been shown that there is a good semiquariti tati ve agreement betvreeri 

. 12 15 
the final-state-interaction calculations. and the measured triton spectra. ' 

3 . 17 
The T(d,He ) 2n reaction Has first studied several years ago .. 

The present experiment vras ·carried out at the Berkeley 88-inch variable

energy cyclotron. The T(d,He3) 2n reaction was studied af; deuteron E:mergies 

(E J of 32.5 and 4o. 2 MeV. The He3 spectra Here obtained Hith a resolution of 
Q 

•. 

3 . ~ 
2L~o 1\.eV at several laboratory angles betHeen 6° and 25° .. The He (d,t) 2p \vas 

studied at E, = 29.8 iVieV (to match.the final-state· CM energy of the previous 
Q 

reaction at 32.5 fJieV) Hith a resolution of 140 l<::eV. The experimental tech-

niques Here essentially the same 12 as described .in an earlier ~aper .. 
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Ficure l(a) con7,ains th;:; tr:i.to:n ;;:;:·cc-;:.r·c;.m measured at a laboratory 

')0 d '"I' , (' ) o • • o L' ) 60 angle o·~· (; : an l'J.g .. L\ o exnlblts vne E'2 spectrum taken at . The fi ttecl 

curves w~re calculated from the Watson-Migdal theory. At these angles, no 

effects of p-T or n-He3 final-state int~ractions seen. It has been estab-

lished th;t both rcactio~s r~oc~ .~ ~~roueh n dir€ct reaction mechanism at small 

, ll' 13' 14, l 7 . . L • ' • 0 l . t f T' . h l 
ang~es, consls~enG wl~n an x= nuc eon ·rans·er. ne per1.p era 

nature o:C the reaction then implies a small overlap of the outgoing T or He3 

-vmve function vri th the wave function of the nucleon pair, and thus a suitable 

description should be provided by a don1inant nucleon-nucleon final-state inter-

action. 

In the studied rearrangement collisi011s.· the differential' cross section 

can be expressed as 

\·rhere 

factor. 

.. . ·, .·. 
: .. ;_ .. :;·.· 

. ···.:·:.,: 

... 
··, :,.: :-; l 

~ is the transition matrix element and ·p(E) -if 

The general form of T.f l . 

( 1) 

is the phase space 

where .is 

the interaction causing the rearrangement. ··For': the T(d,He3)2n reaction at . 
. ·. ··'··· ·., ·. . 

small angles we can write 7 .. · ?j;f = ':l!He3 cpRf(;:)(ei
0

;_ siri _o)/k..~, and there-· 

·fore 
• '· ;·,! 

. · ..... ; . 

- io . e · s1.n 
k 

g(G) 
-io . e s1.n 5 

k 
(2) 

The term a)/ k comes in simply through the S--vrave function of the 

neutron pair in the final state) o is the singlet S-wave phase shift, .nk is the 

. '. ·~ .;-~ 
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describes the relative ~otion b~tw2eL the 
"1 

li~:.,.., l1'llC JetlS 

angle of th~ observed particle (i.e., He5). 

l 

. 2 l 2 - ·n ( . -, \ 
~2n7 ~·r. -- +-y ~ J _ a ':1. 2n . 

n n · · 

3 8 and for the He (d,T)2p reaction 
,. ;- · .. ,\ .· 

I 12 
1Tif 

i-There 
e 

= jg(e)l
2 

27TT) 
a 

27TTJ-l ) p 

c(TJ) 
2 

c2(TJ) k' + 11 [-
l ~ + 'Y E J -'-"2p m a R p 2p 

p p 

2 
is the sea ttering length, TJ .= ~v , 

UCEL-16528 

functiori 
- .. ) 

o.!" _i-11.e· : 

and the 11eutron 

(3) 

2 
(4) 

b'( ) [.,..,'( )/~( )] . 2/ .·· 2' . . ·ll -1 :..1 
_ T) = Re 1 -iT) 1 ~iT) - £n Tj, R = li m ~ :·~ ')' .= 3.19 X 10 MeV · em· 

. . . P.: ...•.. :_: n . . . . 
. 4' . . 11 -1 -1 . 

corresponding to an effective range. r - 2~65._:F;_-y = 3. 0 x 10 MeV. em , 
e ... · ...... ·, p 

and E
2

n (E
2
p) is the relative nucleon-nucleori:energy .. · In both cases p(E) = ·.:. 

CE
112 ("' E.) 112 · h E · .~.. c·vr · .... _ .. f h b d · l 'th 

.w - , i-T .ere ~s c.he 11 energy ,o t e o serve part~c e w~ , a 
max 

maximum value E 
max 

Using expressions (3) and (4) converted to the laboratory system with 

the Jacobian transformation, ve have obtained 'fits for the spectra of both 

reactions. Experimental values for 
·. 2 ·. . . . . 

jg(9) l >.;ere used and the instrumental res-

elution vras folded in. The s.ection of the spectrum of the He\d,T)2p reaction 

shown in Fig. l(a) contains 21,798 events. It is roughly equivalent to the 

section of the T(d,He3 )2n spectrum shmm in Fi_g._l(b) (E
2

n = 0 to 1_.57 MeV) 

.. 

' "' 

.· 
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·. . 

11,268 events, th~ value 

and for 21,798 events 

a - -
p 

~7 1 l+O. 39 F 
. ~- -0. 49 

· · x2 ·t · using a m1n1mum cr1 er1on. 

. 2 
from a normal X distribution. 

UCRL-16)28 

-, . ' -- j ( ' ~,) ,, ' . . t . d tram ~ne ne ~a,~ ~? reacc1on we oo a1ne : for 

., ; . 

. '• .: -···.. ~ 

'\ .. . ' 

.. ,·· 

The errors are the.probable errors determined 

Calculations were also done with changes of 
. ~· . . ' . 

. all experimental input par:ameters, such as jg(G) \ , Ed·' and the energy resolu-

tion, 1·7ithin their respective limits of error, ·and. no significant change,s re-

sulted for the scattering length. The 0.3 F difference betiveen the value, for· 

21,798 events and the value obtained from proton-proton scattering is still 

within ~ur probable error. 

For the T(d,He3)2n reaction at Ed 32.5 MeV the best fit fbr .l7,782 

events yields 

a 16.1 ± 1.0 F 
n 

Also, the value of a is stable to within 0.2 F irrespective of the section 
n 

of the spectrum (up to E2n = l. 57 MeV) employed for the fit.·· Even though we 

estimate from the comparison betvreen our a reG1.1J.t and its established value · 
p 

that 0. 6 F is the upper limit of error due to theoretical uncertainties, 1ve 

consider this stability of a to be a good indication that this error is in fact 
n 

smaller. A fit '\·lith a positive scattering length yielded an = 18.4 ± L l F. 
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Si~ce our spectra were fitted over an energy range from zero to 1.57 

MeV in the neutron-neutron CM energy, 
2 

obtain a X fit for the 

effec.:c,i ve r~YJ"e ~a.rame+er ~ ~. ~ ... u - J/ . v ..... e. 

for the best value 

r ).2 ± 1.6 F. 
·c 

a 
n 

The va.lue usea. i11 tne fits for a 1-ras r 
· n · e == 2.65 F; 

variationof r gave a 
e 

, J.. oes ~., fit for 

Yle have made a determination of the sign: o""' a assuxning that in both 
.J_ n' . 

reactions Jg(8) 1
2 

in expressions (3) and (1.') are the same to, 'ivithin a fev 

percent. T_hen the He3 ( d, T )2p reaction can be used to determine 1-g( e) 12 
vhich 

in turn can be used to predict the T(d;He3 )2n absolute yield fdr both signs 

of a . Fig. 2(a) contains the pertinent plots, _and it is seen that the com
n 

pari son •.-Ti th the experimental spectrum is consistent vi th the negative sign .. 

The spectrum calculated VTith the positive scattering length does not include 

the contribution3:B from the resulting bound state. This contribution vrould 

increase the discrepancy between the calculated ahd experimental spedtra. In 

fact, 
. . . . . . 2 . .· ' . 

a bound-state contribution given by (do-jo.n)bound.::::. 0.4 J (d o/dndE)dE vould. · 
. . 

make· it impossible to fit the shape of the measured spectrum. This inde-

pendent evidence for negative a would provide support for the asswnption of 
n 

of 2 
near equivalenc~ I g( e) I · for the mirror reactions. 

Our determination of 

a = -16~1 ± 1.0 F . 
n 

·' 

(. 

.... 

... 

compares vell with the 7i +d result and lvi th the value -16.4 to -16.9 F predicted • 

l 
by He.ller, Signell and Yod.er~ 

nucleon interaction~ 

from a on the basis of a charge syrmnetric nucleO!> 
p 

vle vish to thank J. Ivleneghetti, J. Downen, D. Landis'· and R. Lothrop 

for their considerable assistance with t.he experimental equipment. ·,.··· 
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with theoretical fits cilculated for ll 1 26S~vents and for 21,798 events. 

'I'he dots are e:zperirnental poin·c~;. '.I'he solid line is the best fit for ll, 268 

-~~h a = -7.6q F. '.'I.~ l,. , l) 1 _,. ::._ -~_::~ dG.shecl J.inc j:i::; ·the best fit for 2J: 793 events 

i·Tith a ::.: -7. L~J. F. T!'1e dasi:-dot line i .. s obtained with a = -6.90 11',·. for 
p . p . 

11,268 events, and the clash-douole IS.ot :U.ne is. obtained ·.-rith a -8.33 F; 
. . ., p 

they indicate the sensi ti vi ty .of the the~l_T:(:;1~5.c2l curve to variation of ap. 

Fig. l(b). He? spectrum at 6° lab of,;.the r:ea.~~~~"on· T(d:.He3)2n at 32.5 MeV with 
.. · ' . ··;: ,·:.-··· 

theoretical fits calculated for 17)'(<:-'32-eyents. The solid line is the best 
. . . . . 

fit for a 
n 

-16.1 F. The dashed l{ne is obtained with a = -14.0 F and 
.- . .-.-.-.. n 

the dash-dot line corresponds to a ,;· -12:. 6_. F.--· - . n . 

Fig; 2(a). He3 spectrum at 8° lab of the reactio~~-T(d;He3)2n at 32.5 MeV 

together vri th ·the theoretical fit for a · -16.0 F, shmm with solid line. 
n 

0 . 
The fit is consistent vrith the value cletermin~d for the 6 ·spectrum. The· 

• ··-·:r.:··.. • 

dashed line is a prediction for an = -16. 0:~" usi~g the l g(G) !2 
determined 

from the He3 (d,T)2p reaction, and the.das~-dot line for a +18.4 F. 
n 

Fig. 2( b). He3 spectrn."Jl at 8° lab of the,rea'dtion ~(d,He3)2n at 40.2 MeV 

toget"ner 'tTi th the curve calculated for 

<.rith the value determined at 32.5 MeV. 

: ... · 

a - -16.0 F. 
n. 

.. ·. 
•.· . 

·. :··.·· 

···:-.... 

_;_ .... 

It is consistent 

._ . ...;, .. 

·. ·;'·l· 
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